
Guadalupe Radio Network Issues and Programs 

1st quarter 2022 

Education 

1-24-22 Ojos de Fe Host Sandy Caldera. 60 minutes. Psychologist Sandy Caldera spoke about emotional fatigue caused 

by the pandemic. She spoke about personal emotional fatigue as well as fatigue found in relationships. She gave tips on 

how to improve personal wellbeing and with our fellows.  

2-2-22 Cara a Cara Host Alejandro Bermudez. 60 minutes. Alejandro Bermudez hosted an hour show answering 

questions from the audience. He preselected questions regarding the liturgy, doctrine, and the faith response to societal 

changes.  

03-31-22 Conecta2 Host Hermanas Comunicadoras del Padre Celestial. 60 minutes. The religious sisters spoke about the 

Catholic teaching of the existence of hell. They answered frequently asked questions regarding hell as well as what it 

means to be saints. They highlighted personal revelations certain saints had regarding hell.  

Health 

1-20-22 Alegra la Mañana Host Martin Arizmendi. 60 minutes. Live program with guest psychologist Gaby Satarino. She 

spoke about the importance of not neglecting mental health. She focused on the importance of setting healthy 

boundaries. She also discussed the various personality types that have a hard time setting limits and the ones who do 

not respect boundaries.  

2-2-22 Celebrando la Vida Host Aurora Tinajero. 60 minutes. Aurora Tinajero highlighted local womens clinic, Birth 

Choice. She shared about the health services they provide and stressed the importance for women to have their medical 

exams done according to their age and condition.  

3-16-22 En el Dia a Dia Host Ricardo y Lucia. 60 minutes. Ricardo y Lucia had a guest speaker who spoke about the 

potential negative impact technology and social media can have on mental health. They gave practical tips on how to 

disconnect and recuperate from extensive media exposure.  

Public Interest 

1-18-22 Defiende la Vida Host Adolfo Castaneda. 60 minutes. Live program from Miami, Florida. Adolfo reported on the 

government of Spain moving to criminalize praying in front of abortion centers. He spoke about the statistics of lowered 

abortions by the presence of pro-lifers in front of abortion clinics.  

3-11-22 Conecta2 Host Hermanas Comunicadoras del Padre Celestial. 60 minutes. The religious sisters spoke about the 

influence of New Age practices in society. They exposed the ways new age ideas influence schools, businesses and 

personal relationships.  

4-1-22 Mas Que Noticias Host Edy Rodriguez and Guillermo Montezuma. 60 minutes. The hosts covered a wide variety 

of news. They spoke about the attack in Nigeria and the lack of protection from the government. They spoke about 

Disney’s intent of incorporating LGBTQ values in their programming. They also discussed the new law passed in Arizona.  

Family, Parenting, and Relationships 

2-10-22 Nuestra Fe en Vivo Host Pepe Alonso. 60 Minutes. Pepe Alonso had two guests, Gisela and Pepe. They shared 

their testimony and how they do mission together. They gave tips on how to serve those around them as a couple and 

with a family.    

2-16-22 En el Dia a Dia Host Ricardo y Lucia. 60 minutes. Ricardo and Lucia spoke about parenting gen z. They shared the 

common characteristics found in gen z and how to properly guide them amidst a polarized society.  



3-28-22 El Matrimonio es para Siempre Host Diacono Sergio and his wife Mari Carranza. The Deacon and his wife 

opened the call line for listeners to ask for specific advice regarding relationship problems. They answered questions and 

gave advice on how to improve communication with a partner and children.  

 

Youth Programming 

1-11-22 Discipulo y Profeta. Host Rafael Moreno. 60 minutes. Rafael hosted a lively show full of worship and 

motivational speeches. He helped his audience reflect on the higher purpose each person has. He focused a lot on the 

youth, advising them to take advantage of their youth and discover their talents in order to be a better contributing 

member of society.    

3-13-22 Shema – Escucha! Hosts Adi, Bryan and Chio. 120 minutes. The young adults hosted a live broadcast from the 

parish St. Bernard. They interviewed priests and religious from DC who just finished their week Lenten mission. They 

discussed the importance of vocation and how to guide a young adult discerning their vocation.  

 

  


